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Marbury Estate, Parkland and Arboretum

Little is known about the layout of the estate and parkland prior to the 1800’s. A Tithe Map of
Marbury from 1843, shows avenues of trees alongside one side of the Carriage Drive and where
the present Lime Avenues are situated. There is no evidence of terracing between the Hall and
the Mere, but the gardener’s cottage appears to have been present.

Extract from1843 Tithe Map

Shortly after James Hugh Smith Barry inherited Marbury Hall in 1841, he consulted leading
landscape gardener William Andrews Nesfield (1793-1881) and commissioned him to redesign
the gardens surrounding the hall. Nesfield recommended his architect brother-in-law Anthony
Salvin for a remodelling of the hall.
It is not known when work on the new garden design was started but, by 1858, the area between
the Hall and the Mere appears to have been terraced. The walled garden (now Marbury Hall
Nurseries) had been constructed and possibly an orchard had been planted. Formal rose
gardens had been laid out.

Extract from Map dated 1858

The Ordnance Survey map of 1910 (surveyed 1877), shows that, by 1877, the avenues of trees
along one side of the Carriage Drive had been removed. Avenues of Limes probably replaced
the earlier avenues of trees in the parkland. Paths for the area we now know as Marbury
Arboretum existed and had been laid out in a similar cartwheel pattern to the rose gardens.
Some of the older trees were retained in the new layout.

Extract from Map Surveyed 1877

The gardens included Nesfield’s typical parterre, a rose garden with clipped yew hedges, lime
avenues, banks of rhododendrons and an arboretum.

Rose Garden

It would seem that the main structure of Nesfield's design for the arboretum was a circle of
Lawson Cypress with an avenue of Turkey Oaks and a Yew avenue, which led from the head
gardener's cottage (since demolished) towards the gate to the walled garden. This yew avenue
can still be found across the end of the Arboretum.
It is not known when other features in the park were introduced. The Ice House, a weir,
ornamental canal and the Summerhouse are shown on the Ordnance Survey map of 1910;
surveyed 1877.
The path leading from the Summerhouse, close to the site of the Woodland Hide, would have led
down to what is believed to have been a Grotto. Some maps show evidence of a well near this
area.

Extract from Map surveyed 1877

Ice House
Ice houses are believed to have been introduced to Britain around 1660. The Chinese had been
using snow and ice for millennia; the Turks had long had ice houses; the Persians built shade
walls for making ice - and ziggurats in which to store it. The Italians and French, too, had ice
houses before we did - the Sicilians even had a niche market in snow banditry, attacking
shipments coming down from Mount Etna!
Like most large estates of the period, Marbury Hall had its own ice house. Ice storage would
have been seen as essential to a large house; without it the Smith-Barry’s guests would have
been left to swelter through the summer with warm Champagne, soggy aspic and a shortage of
jellies, bombes and blancmanges!
The remains of the Marbury ice house can still be found today between the slip-way on the Mere
and the Ice Pond. Today, it is a shallow circular hole with brick edging. Seeing an ice house like
this, partially filled and with half its bricks missing, fails to give an impression of its original form. It
would have been built like a large egg, with the broad end upwards. Two thirds of the structure
would have been below ground, with a drain at the bottom for dispersing the meltwater. The
double wall construction can still be clearly seen today.
It appears from the map surveyed in 1875, that the entrance to the Marbury ice house would have
been on the Mere side of the structure.

The ice house would have filled in winter by splintering ice on the pond nearby, an unpopular
chore known as ''skimming'', involving breaking the pond ice, carrying it to the ice house and
packing it with straw for insulation. Sometimes salted water was added, to freeze the ice into a
block lasting months, even years.
It is estimated that some 3,000 were built in Britain, the majority during the period 1750 – 1875.
Most fell into disuse with the development of the refrigerator and the decline of large country
estates, yet in some isolated places ice houses continued in use even into the 1940’s.
An interpretation panel near the ice house helps visitors understand a little about its purpose.

The quantity and quality of local ice depended on the severity of the winter, so a trade in ice from
overseas developed. The Wenham Lake Company of Massachusetts transported clear lake ice
to Britain in the hold of a ship. It was claimed to be so clear and transparent that a newspaper
could be read through a block two feet thick.

Blocks of ice being cut for export

Marbury Lodge
The estate had a Lodge on Marbury Lane. This postcard is looking towards Northwich and shows
the canal bridge in the background.

Another postcard of Marbury Lodge; this time showing the view looking towards Marbury. It is
post stamped 1922 and is kept in the Weaver Hall Museum and Workhouse (Cheshire West and
Chester Council).

Entrance to Marbury Hall off Marbury Road

This postcard (courtesy of Joe Robinson) shows the entrance off Marbury Road, which led
alongside the walled garden towards the stables. It is now the entrance to Marbury Nurseries.

Marbury Arboretum
Marbury Arboretum is a collection of mainly evergreen trees, including pines, hollies and cedars.
A few of the trees are native to this country, but many others originate in Southern Europe,
America or Asia.
As early explorers returned from distant lands they brought back many tales and trophies of
strange, exciting plants and animals. Trees began arriving in the sixteenth century and by the
eighteenth century there was sufficient interest and enough different species to establish the first
arboretum, which would simply have been a garden with a collection of trees in it. During the
1800’s a range of new species from west America created interest for private estate owners and
public gardens, where many arboreta are still found today. Arboreta were fashionable at the time
and demonstrated status and wealth.
Fota House in County Cork was redesigned in the 1820’s and became the Smith Barry’s main
residence. In the 1840’s, James Hugh Smith Barry had the formal gardens at Fota House laid
out. An arboretum was established and an orangery was built at Fota.
At the same time, James was planning the redesign of Marbury Hall and the surrounding
parkland. As part of the work at Marbury, he also established an arboretum. It is not known
exactly when the arboretum at Marbury was established, but it was sometime between 1858 and
1877.
The gardens at Marbury were well maintained until 1939, when Marbury Hall and Parkland were
requisitioned for the war effort.
Restoration of the Arboretum began when Marbury Country Park was established in 1975.
Ongoing management includes felling dead or dangerous trees, controlling invasive vegetation
and replacing specimen trees.
Further restoration took place at the end of 2014 and early in 2015. A new entrance was created
and the wooden plaques which help visitors identify 17 specimen trees amongst the hundreds of
trees in the arboretum were replaced.

Plan of the Arboretum

This plan is from the interpretation panel installed at the entrance to the arboretum early in 2015
to encourage visitors to explore the arboretum.

Specimen Trees in Marbury Arboretum

1. Silver Birch (Betula pendula) dates from about 1960
Deciduous British native tree
Max Height: up to 30 metres
Native to much of Europe, the Silver Birch may have survived the last Ice Age. It prefers light, dry
soil and readily colonises open land. Several species of fungi, such as the fly agaric, are
associated with this tree. Ancient people believed this attractive birch to be holy; they thought it
had sacred powers of renewal and purification. Besoms are traditionally made from the twigs and
were used to sweep out the evil spirits of the old year. The twigs were also used to expel evil
spirits from delinquents and the insane, hence ‘birching’. The sap can be used to make beer or
wine and extracts from both the leaves and bark have been used to treat sore mouths, kidney
stones and, as an infusion, to help gout and rheumatic complaints

2. Oriental Plane (Platanus orientalis) probably planted before 1850
Deciduous tree native to Turkey and Greece
Max: Height 15 - 30 metres
The Oriental Plane was introduced into Britain in the mid-sixteenth century. It is a very long-lived
tree, often planted in many southern European villages because it gives good shade. The
characteristic short bulging trunk can reach 13 metres in circumference and its nooks and
crannies provide ideal retreats or nesting sites for birds, toads, insects etc. The London Plane,
which survives drought, compacted soil, heavy pollution and pruning along suburban streets, is a
hybrid of the Oriental Plane and the American Plane.

3. Lucombe Oak or Spanish Oak (Quercus x hispanica) planted 1850 - 1900
Evergreen hybrid between the Turkey and Cork Oaks
Max: Height up to 30 metres
Lucombe Oaks occur naturally in Southern Europe, but they are variable in form. The common
name recognises the Exeter nurseryman, who, in 1760, propagated a hybrid between the Turkey
and Cork Oaks that, like the Cork Oak, retained its leaves in winter, producing new leaves in the
summer. However, the bark still varies in thickness and the trees keep their leaves to a varying
extent. The Lucombe Oak timber has similar qualities to the Cork Oak, but is not grown
commercially, although Mr. Lucombe felled one to provide wood for his coffin, keeping the boards
under his bed for many years before his death at 102.

4. Grand Fir (Abies grandis) planted 1990 - 2000
Evergreen conifer native to the Pacific coast of North America
Max: Height of about 55 metres
The majestic Grand Fir is the largest of the firs, thriving in areas of high rainfall, where it grows
very quickly to a height of 80 metres. The bark was used in the building of canoes. It was
introduced to Britain in the mid-nineteenth century as an ornamental specimen. Today the wood
is used only for crates and boxes as it is not very strong.
5. Japanese Red Cedar (Cryptomeria japonica) planted 1850 - 1900
Evergreen conifer native to Japan
Max: Height about 35 metres
The Japanese Red Cedar needs high rainfall to grow well, so does not reach full size in Britain. It
was introduced in 1861 and became a popular ornamental tree in Victorian times. In Japan it is
grown in vast forests for its timber, which is strong, durable and easy to work.

6. Holm Oak (Quercus ilex) probably planted before 1850
Evergreen native in the dry woods and coastal cliffs of the Mediterranean
Height: up to 30 metres
Young Holm Oak leaves are spiny like those of the Holly. ‘Holm’ and ‘ilex’ both mean Holly, giving
the tree its common and its scientific names. The acorns are up to two-thirds enclosed by their
scaly cups. The tree was brought into Britain at least 250 years ago and has naturalised in milder
areas. Its hard, dense timber was used for making furniture, tool handles, charcoal and wheels
for Roman carts. The ancient Greeks and Romans also used the bark for tanning leather.
7. Common Yew (Taxus baccata) planted 1850 - 1900
Evergreen British native with red fruits, growing throughout Europe to North Africa
Height: 10 - 25 metres
The Yew is one of the world’s longest lived trees, some over 2000 years old. The wood was once
much sought after for making longbows, which led to the depletion of the finest trees during the
Middle Ages. The trees left today are the poorer specimens and the descendants of the good
trees. The Yew is steeped in folklore and is a sacred tree in many European mythologies and
was probably planted in pagan places of worship. Early Christians built churches on the same
sites, so that many of the older specimens are found in churchyards. They have been safely
fenced off from farm animals because the bark, leaves and seeds are very poisonous. More
recently Yew clippings have been used as a source of anti-cancer drugs. Its other uses are
mainly ornamental in topiary and hedging.

8. Cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus libani) probably planted before 1850
Evergreen conifer from the Eastern Mediterranean
Height: 20 - 40 metres
The Cedar of Lebanon grows on mountain slopes, but is now extremely rare in its natural habitat.
The ancient grove of Cedars on Mount Lebanon has been a place of pilgrimage for centuries.
The strong, sweet scent of its timber meant that it was highly prized for use in temples and in
ancient Egypt an oil distilled from the wood was used to embalm the dead. It has been widely
planted in Britain as a pollution-resistant ornamental tree.
9. Deodar or Indian Cedar (Cedrus deodara) planted 1990 - 2000
Evergreen conifer introduced from the dry mountain areas of Western Himalayas
Height: up to around 40 metres
The Deodar has religious significance in its native lands, where it is also known as the ‘Tree of
God’. In India it is regarded as a symbol of fruitfulness and durability, the timber being used for
temples and palaces. Because of its sweet aromatic smell the wood was wanted for drawers,
chests and linen cupboards in Victorian times. The timber is durable and does not warp, so it has
been ideal for quality furniture and joinery, but it was also used for railway sleepers. It was not
grown commercially in this country because of the climate, but planted mainly as an ornamental
tree after its introduction around 1830.
10. Holly (Ilex aquifolium) dates from about 1900
Evergreen native to Europe and West Asia
Height: up to 20 metres
Holly is traditionally associated with Christmas, with many myths and legends attached to it.
Superstition meant that it was unlucky to cut down a Holly, perhaps because the evergreen
leaves and long lasting berries were associated with eternity and the power to ward off evil. The
wood is dense, hard and heavy, making it suitable for carving, inlay work and woodcuts. The tree
becomes very straggly as it matures, but it makes an effective hedge. There are many cultivated
varieties with different leaf shapes and colours.

11. Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata) probably planted before 1850
Evergreen conifer from Pacific coast of North West America
Height: 25 - 45 metres
The Western Red Cedar is a fast growing tree belonging to the Cypress family, reaching more
than 60 metres in its native environment of moist, acid soil and swamps. North American Indians
used the timber for their canoes and totem poles. They considered the wood sacred, burning it
on ceremonial occasions to drive off evil spirits and ghosts. The wood has a wonderful fragrance.
In Britain today the wood is used for roofing shingles, wall cladding and garden sheds.
12. Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris) planted 1850 - 1900
Evergreen conifer found in Western and Northern Europe from Siberia to the Mediterranean
Height: up to 36 metres
The Scots Pine is the only European pine to have survived the ice ages and the only large native
British conifer. The Great Caledonian forests once covered much of the Scottish Highlands, but
were gradually cleared, leaving just a few small fragments, supporting crossbill, red squirrel, pine
marten, capercaille and crested tits. The Scots Pine was introduced to England around 1600. Its
top quality timber is strong, but easy to work. It was used for railway sleepers; rope was once
made from the inner bark and a reddish yellow dye was extracted from the cones. It is still used
for charcoal, furniture, chipboard, fencing gates, telegraph poles and in the building industry. It is
also a source of turpentine, resin and tar.
13. Corsican Pine (Pinus nigra var. maritima) planted 1850 - 1900
Evergreen conifer from Corsica, Southern Italy and Sicily
Height up to 35 metres
Corsican Pine is a variety of Austrian Pine with a more valuable timber, because of its thinner
horizontal branches and straight trunk with fewer large knots. It was introduced to Britain around
1800 and is commonly used as a forest tree where there are light, sandy conditions. The timber
is used for plywood and generally in the building industry.
14. Lawson Cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) planted 1850 - 1900
Evergreen conifer native to California and Oregon
Height 20 - 40 metres, may grow to 65 metres in the wild
In the 1850s, a group of Scottish landowners, the Oregon Association, sent botanists out to the
west coast of USA to bring back new tree species. William Murray returned with the seed, which
was then grown on by an Edinburgh seed farm, Messrs Lawson, after whom the Lawson Cypress
tree was named. There are over 100 cultivated varieties available in many shapes and colours.
The scented oils in the wood make it a good moth deterrent.
15. Turkey Oak or Wainscot Oak (Quercus cerris) planted 1850 - 1900
Deciduous tree from South East Europe
Height up to 40 metres in native Turkey
In the mid-eighteenth century Britain saw the Turkey Oak as an alternative to English Oak,
supplies of which had diminished following the demands of many naval battles. It grew straight
and very quickly, but the timber was of poor quality and decayed out of doors. The wood split
easily and was only useful indoors for making wall panelling. Today it is mainly used as an
attractive ornamental tree with the distinctive mossy cups of its acorns. The leaves remain green
until late autumn and on younger trees they persist in a withered state throughout the winter.

16. Wellingtonia or Giant Sequoia (Sequoiadendron gigantea) planted 1990 - 2000
Evergreen conifer from California
Height: up to 95 metres
Avenues of Wellingtonia trees were planted on large country estates in Britain after the tree was
introduced in 1853, the year following the death of the Duke of Wellington, after whom it was
named. One of the most famous avenues is on his estate in Hampshire. The largest and, one of
the oldest trees in the world, it is estimated to live up to 1,500, maybe 3,500 years. The bark,
which is thick, spongy and fibrous, contains no resin, making it fire-resistant. The trees are rich in
tannins and other chemicals, which preserve fallen timber on the forest floor. The wood is soft,
strong and naturally durable, but when a tree is felled, it often breaks up and is of little use other
than for planking, posts or garden furniture. The tall crown is often struck by lightning and dies at
the top.
17. Western Hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla)
Evergreen conifer from the lower slopes of Pacific coast of North America
Height 40 - 50 metres
North American Indians made a kind of bread from the bark of Western Hemlock. However it was
brought to Britain in the nineteenth century as a decorative specimen because of its graceful,
drooping appearance. Western Hemlock will grow in shady, moist acid conditions, so it can be
planted under other tree crops. It is grown commercially for paper pulp. The wood holds nails
well and is used for making boxes.

Other specimens of note in the arboretum are:
Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta latifolia) planted 1990 - 2000
Evergreen conifer native to the Rocky Mountains of North West America from Alaska to Colorado
Height: 20m
The Lodgepole Pine is one of the first trees to colonise after a forest fire as the seeds need the
heat to release them from a protective seal of pitch. It is the favoured tree for the central pole in a
native American lodge or tepee. It is mainly planted amongst other forest trees in Britain,
particularly on higher ground or other difficult sites.
Swamp Cypress or Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum) planted 1990 - 2000
Deciduous conifer from the swamps of south east USA
Height up to 20 metres
Evidence of the tree’s growth in Britain during prehistoric times has been found in rocks in Dorset.
It was re-introduced in 1640 and its spectacular autumn colouring made it a favourite for planting
beside lakes. In waterlogged ground oxygen is limited, so to survive, it pushes up air-roots or
knees, which are hollow structures growing up to 3 metres above ground to carry oxygen from the
air to the roots. Where adequate oxygen is available in the soil, the air-roots do not appear. The
wood resists damp and insects, does not warp or shrink and is soft and easily worked, making it
popular for window frames and garden buildings. It has also been used for making water pipes,
barrels and planking in boats.
Maritime Pine (Pinus pinaster) planted 1990 - 2000
Evergreen conifer native to southern and south-western Europe
Height: up to 30metres
In the late eighteenth century maritime pines were already being used to reclaim sand dunes in
south-west France. The resulting forests have since been an important source of resin and
turpentine. Similar techniques have been less successful in Britain as the growing conditions are
only favourable in light, sandy soils on the south coast, where there is also adequate light. The
trees grow quickly and create a wind-resistant barrier. In exposed situations the prevailing winds
bend the trunks near their base. Prehistoric man used this wood for skis.

William Andrews Nesfield
When James Hugh Smith Barry decided to have the gardens at Marbury redesigned, he chose
the leading garden designer at the time, William Andrews Nesfield. William was born in 1794 in
Chester-le-Street, Co Durham. He studied at Trinity College Cambridge before a career in the
army, where he became a skilled map maker.
By 1823, he had established a good reputation as a watercolour artist, becoming a member of the
Old Watercolour Society. On his sketching tours he travelled with other society members,
including Edwin Landseer, best known for his painting 'Monarch of the Glen'. Nesfield’s career as
a landscape watercolourist was influenced by the work of J.W. Turner. His painting was admired
by the critic John Ruskin, who considered him second only to Turner in his mastery of waterfalls,
referring to him as 'Nesfield of the radiant cataract'. His style was rooted in his understanding of
the Picturesque principles from the beginning of the 19th century.

Albader(?) Falls watercolour

Nesfield and his distant cousin, Anthony Salvin, shared lodgings in London. They became
brothers-in-law in 1826, when Salvin married Nesfield's sister. In 1833 Nesfield married and
moved to Bath, turning his hand to the more lucrative business of garden design in order to
support his growing family. He gained his first commission in 1836 and initially he worked with
Salvin. His brother-in-law was building country houses in the Jacobethan (Jacobean Revival)
style, which were designed to overlook Nesfield's horticultural mosaics.
Nesfield’s family moved back to London where Salvin had designed and built two villas with
gardens designed by Nesfield. A prominent horticulturist described a curvaceous drive leading
through carefully framed shrubberies to a delicate parterre on a shallow terrace under the
windows. Nesfield had ‘lately directed his attention to landscape gardening, and ………… his
opinion is now sought by gentlemen of taste in every part of the country' (Gardener's Magazine,
1838).
By 1840, Nesfield had travelled in France studying the work of the late seventeenth century
French gardeners and had established a much wider clientele than that of his brother-in-law,
becoming closely associated with architects like Charles Barry, best known for the rebuilding of
the Houses of Parliament. Nesfield was primarily a designer of terraces, parterres, cascades and
other landscape buildings. He developed a prolific business designing gardens for country
mansions. He became the dominant garden designer in Britain in the mid-nineteenth century with
more than 260 completed commissions to his name. His clients included members of the
aristocracy and a wide range of landowners. His commissions included work on many London
parks including Regent’s Park.

The Avenue Gardens in Regent’s Park were originally planted by John Nash as the Broad Walk,
with eight rows of trees. The trees did not survive and Nesfield put forward a design for new
formal gardens. The Avenue was intended as the lead up to a small palace for the Prince
Regent, the future George IV. The palace was never built, but Nesfield’s Avenue Gardens
designed in 1861 exist to this day. He always held himself aloof, however, from the public-park
movement.

Nesfield drew further inspiration from pre-eighteenth century English Garden styles and was
particularly good at designing terraces and parterres based on seventeenth century originals, laid
out in meticulous scrolls and arabesques of box against a ground of coloured gravels, with
statues and topiary. In 1843 he designed a terraced double parterre on a ground of white gravel,
featuring box hedging woven into a heraldic-looking ‘W' for the Marquess of Westminster at Eaton
Hall (Cheshire).

Also in Cheshire were rose gardens at Rode Hall and Marbury Hall. Formal gardens, including
statuary, gravelled walks and elaborate parterres using low box hedges and coloured minerals
were laid out around Crewe Hall. Nesfield kept up a correspondence about his garden designs
with Rowland Egerton at Arley Hall for many years.
In 1846 he designed and planted one of the finest yew hedge mazes in Britain at Somerleyton
Hall (Suffolk).

Yew Hedge Maze at Somerleyton Hall

By the time the Ward family bought Witley Court (Worcestershire) in 1837, its gardens had
become unfashionable. They brought Nesfield in to design a garden to reflect the luxury of the
house. The family gave him a free hand and, with money no object, he created a garden that
more than matched the splendour of the Italianate house. It was a very formal garden with
geometric patterns of box and shrubs, clipped yews, elegant stone pavilions and a quatrefoil pool
with a vast fountain of Perseus and Andromeda carved from Portland stone at its centre. Nesfield
described this as his 'monster' work.

Witley Court 1880

Nesfield was involved in the development of the gardens at Worsley New Hall (Lancashire) from
1846.

Worsley New Hall

The sloping grounds to the south of the Hall were organised into a formal terraced garden. By
1857 there were 6 terraces, separated by stone balustrades and a series of steps and gravel
paths. The two upper terraces were designed in his trademark parterre de broderie, intricate
patterns based on seventeenth century French embroidery designs using coloured gravels and
plantings.
Between 1850 and 1853, Nesfield added a parterre garden at Castle Howard (Yorkshire) and
installed a great fountain which had been made, by John Thomas, for the Great Exhibition of
1851. In that year, at Bylaugh Hall (Norfolk) he advised architects Charles Barry, Jr. and Robert
Richardson on the position of the house and laying out the grounds and gardens. Other work
included the Italian gardens at Trentham and Keele Halls in Staffordshire, terraced gardens at
Lynford Hall (Norfolk) and the formal parterres at Oxon Hoath (Tonbridge, Kent) and Stoke Edith
Park (Hereford).

In January 1844 the Royal Botanic Gardens commissioned Nesfield to redesign the arboretum at
Kew. Kew's director, W.J. Hooker, was uncertain about the choice of Nesfield for this position,
saying: "He perhaps favours too much the formal or what he calls the 'geometrical' arrangement,
which to a certain extent, with so noble a piece of ground may be desirable. But I trust he has too
much good sense to carry it too far".
Nesfield felt his creativity was stifled by Hooker's insistence on grouping trees by their botanical
relationships, not by size, colour and form. Hooker said that highly ornamental parterres were not
consistent with the nature of the Arboretum. Hooker would have preferred to replace Nesfield,
but Burton, designer of the Palm House, championed Nesfield's cause, and the Board allowed
Burton to retain Nesfield.
Nesfield’s plans were extensive and included several vistas radiating from the Palm House, a
parterre, the remodelling of the formal landscape around the Palm House as well as the Palm
House pond. He created a classic 'Patte d'Oie' or 'goose foot' pattern radiating from the western
door of the Palm House. Syon Vista was a wide gravel-laid walk stretching 1,200 metres towards
the Thames; Pagoda Vista was a handsome grassed walk 850 metres long; while the third, short
vista fanned from the northwest corner of the Palm House and focused on a single Cedar of
Lebanon towards the site of the present Brentford Gate. These vistas and the parterres
demonstrated the importance of the Palm House to Kew and although many of the original formal
beds have long since vanished, the impact of the plan remains to this day.
Nesfield's notes on the side of the designs indicated that the parterres were designed with an
emphasis on the long-term practicalities of maintaining the gardens. For example, stone kerbing
would minimise the erosion of the design and dispense with the maintenance of turf edges. By
autumn 1845 Nesfield's plan for the entire Gardens included the Broad Walk, lined with Deodars
interspersed with flower beds; the Pond to the east of the Palm House, which had new parterres
either side of it; the Pinetum and enlarged Arboretum; new walks, vistas and paths. He also
designed a further set of geometrical parterres to line the south side of the Orangery, but although
the ground was levelled, they were never built.

Nesfield’s formal structured landscapes, as well as his arboretum designs and vistas, have largely
kept their structure today. The expense of maintaining elaborate parterres led to a decline in their
popularity and sadly many of the gardens, like the one at Marbury, have not survived. Plantsmen
William Robinson and Hooker criticised Nesfield’s work at Kew, dismissing his precisely
controlled style and execution as too inflexibly architectural, but he is now being acknowledged as
the leading British garden designer of the mid-nineteenth century.

